The evaluation form that has numeric and verbal assessments

Here the sections do not fit in one page but on the thesis form they are viewed on the same page.

THE OBJECTIVES AND RESEARCH TOPIC OF THE THESIS

- Outlining the scope of the thesis
  - select -

- Significance and novelty of the topic
  - select -

- Defining the research question and framing the thesis statement
  - select -

- Verbal assessment - the objectives and research topic of the thesis

RESEARCH METHODS AND DATA

- Selected research methods and their applicability on the research data and topic
  - select -

- Collection of research data
  - select -

- Applicability and representativeness of the research data on the research topic
  - select -

- Consideration of issues related to research integrity
  - select -

- Verbal assessment on the contents of the evaluation category, specifications etc.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE

Connecting the research topic to the theoretical background and previous research
- select -

Connecting the research data and analysis with the theoretical background
- select -

Command of the topic's theoretical background and scientific literature
- select -

Use of scientific literature
- select -

Verbal assessment on the contents of the evaluation category, specifications etc.

STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS AND DISCUSSION ON THE RESEARCH TOPIC

Definition of concepts
- select -

Structure and organisation of the thesis
- select -

Connections between the different sections of the thesis and coherence of the thesis
- select -

Realisation of the analysis
- select -

Verbal assessment on the contents of the evaluation category, specifications etc.
PRESENTATION

Language (spelling, inflection, abbreviations, symbols etc.) and layout
- select -

Conventions of academic writing (specialised conventions, citations, list of references etc.)
- select -

Use of possible illustrative elements (tables, figures, pictures, examples etc.)
- select -

Verbal assessment on the contents of the evaluation category, specifications etc.

RESEARCH RESULTS, THEIR EVALUATION, AND THE AUTHOR'S INDEPENDENCE

Validity and logic of the results
- select -

Scientific discussion
- select -

Significance of the results
- select -

Author's independence (e.g. in conducting the empirical section and writing the thesis), and each author's share in a collaborative thesis
- select -

Verbal assessment on the contents of the evaluation category, specifications etc.

OVERALL EVALUATION

Overall evaluation of the thesis, information on the emphases on the evaluation etc. You can enlarge the text field from its bottom right corner.

Suggested grade for the thesis
- select -
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Save and proceed to confirm